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Abstract— In pre-hospital treatment, paramedic personnel often experience difficulties due to the lack of medical knowledge and legal authority over medical treatment. To solve this problem, various IT technologies have been applied to provide direct communication between paramedic personnel and physicians. We proposed a new telemetric system which can transfer audio-video information in pre-hospital setting. Adapting WIBRO technology which is newly introduced mobile internet solution in Korea, we are able to transmit audio-video signals in real-time without limitation of the space and time, even in a running vehicle. In various situations, performance of the developed system was tested to confirm stable audio-video transmission. We anticipate that this type of system will be used in real emergency environments for pre-hospital management of patients.

I. INTRODUCTION

When pre-hospital treatment is given to emergency patients, telepresence of the physician would be very beneficial, because in those situations fast and adequate medical treatment is indispensable [1]. Especially trauma victim recovery often depends on how fast the patient receives appropriate medical care [2]. Emergency rescuers play an important role in those situations. In complex trauma cases, however, the paramedics have difficulties even in diagnosing the patient. They may need direct guidance regarding a diagnosing procedure and medical treatment and legal permission for their activities [3].

Thanks to the recent advances in telecommunication technologies, many different types of systems have been tried in pre-hospital treatment. For example, the Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) [4] and radio frequency wireless telecommunication were applied to the ambulance usage, and the Integrated Service Network (ISDN) [5] has been tested in fixed locations. Also, the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology [6] was applied as a form of emergency telemedicine system which can transfer various biological signals and captured images. But none of them could provide a continuous images of the emergency scene to the physician in real-time without limitation of distance.

Wireless Broad Band Internet (WIBRO), one form of the Mobile WIMAX, is newly commercialized wireless internet service in Korea. It is available in Seoul Metropolitan region now, but service area is expanding gradually over the whole Korean. WIBRO provides 1M bps data transmission rate in average, and sustains its transmission rate in a vehicle moving as fast as 90km/h. Its fast data transmission rate and robustness to mobile applications make it suitable for pre-hospital treatment application. Not only inside of the building where internet access points are not available, but also in a running ambulance car, the paramedic personnel can communicate with emergency doctors in the hospital while sharing continuous image of the patient. With provided information the physician can give correct guidance which is vital in emergency cases.

Fig. 1. Developed EVAT system consisting of a PC cam on a protection goggle, a UMPC, and a mic-earphone set

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. System Description

The developed Emergency Audio Video Transmission (EVAT) unit consists of a PC cam, an audio set, an Ultra Mobile PC (UMPC), and a WIBRO Modem.

Figure 1 shows the entire system with all devices interconnected. A PC cam (TalkcamMX6, V-Gear, China) has an 1280×1024 resolution and a 30 fps maximum frame rate. It has an auto focusing function over 4cm to far distant
without the user’s control operation. Attached strongly on the center of an eye protection goggle (±-506V, OTOS, Korea), it provides almost same visual field of the wearer. The goggle was designed to be wearable over the eye glasses. The WIBRO modem, KWD-U1300, has an internal antenna, weighs 20g, and follows IEEE802.16e standard. The WIBRO modem provides the 2.5Mbs upload and 10Mbps download speed at maximum. The PC cam and the WIBRO modem are connected to the UMPC (B1SE, Wibrain, Korea) through an USB interface. The Wibrain B1SE features a light weight of 500g including battery, and a small size of 19cm in length. The total weight of the EVAT unit is less than 1kg so that it can be carried in a pocket of safety vest. Figure 2 shows a picture of a paramedic carrying the EVAT unit.

![Photograph of a model paramedic wearing the EVAT system.](image)

The EVAT unit can enable bi-directional audio transmission and unidirectional video transmission. While sending the real-time video images of a patient, the paramedic personnel can communicate with physician simultaneously. A desktop PC in the emergency room is waiting for a request of connection from the EVAT system. Once the request is accepted, the transmitted real-time video image is shown on the monitor. If there is another request of connection from the second EVAT system, the physician can decide whether he/she maintains the current connection or adds a new connection.

C. Performance Evaluation

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>RTT</th>
<th>AV delay</th>
<th>Maximum frame rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open space</td>
<td>105ms</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3sec</td>
<td>5 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inside building</td>
<td>118ms</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3sec</td>
<td>5 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving Vehicle (30km/h)</td>
<td>152ms</td>
<td>&lt; 0.6sec</td>
<td>4 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving Vehicle (70km/h)</td>
<td>220ms</td>
<td>&lt; 0.8sec</td>
<td>3 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To evaluate the performance of the developed EVAT system, a test protocol was designed. We measured the round trip time (RTT) which is used for the evaluation of network performance, the time delay of audio video transmission, and the maximum frame rate. The protocol was repeated several times in an open space in downtown area, inside a building and in a running vehicle.

III. RESULT

Table I shows the result of the performance test. When the EVAT unit operated stationary in an open space, it showed the best performance. Synchronized audio and video showed a delay less than 0.3 second.

Inside a building, the RTT slightly increased and the audio-video delay and the maximum frame rate maintained same level as in the open space performance. But we found a clear dependence on the location and the size of the building and the position inside the building. In a running vehicle, as velocity of the vehicle increased, performance of the EVAT unit decreased. At the speed of 70km/h, audio-video delay reached to almost 1sec. But quality of the transmitted voice signal was still maintained so that the communication was possible without difficulty.

B. Functional Block Diagram

A functional block diagram of the EVAT is shown in Figure 3. A potable UMPC which the paramedic carries is connected to internet via a WIBRO modem.

![Functional block diagram of the EVAT system.](image)
The maximum frame rate varied 3-5fps depending on the situations. Although it is not smooth for human eye which regards 15 fps at least as a smooth movie, it was confirmed enough for transmission of medical information by emergency doctors. Fig. 4 shows a captured image of the transmitted video on the monitor of emergency room computer, showing hand and wrist of a model patient. Vein patterns and details of the skin are observable.

IV. CONCLUSION

A real-time audio-video transmission system for telecommunication between paramedics and emergency doctors in pre-hospital treatment was proposed. It showed a robust transmission performance in various situations including in an open space, inside building and in a running vehicle. The noblest feature of the developed system is its fast data transmission rate and wide coverage without any restriction. The developed EVAT system is now on the field test for its reliability, performance, and convenience in many real emergency situations including serious external wound, unconsciousness, stroke, heart attack, and labor and birth, etc.
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